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SOCIAL MEDIA 
SECURITY
A PRIMER – THAT CAN SAVES REPUTATIONS
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Presentation Notes
Good evening and I would like to welcome each  one of you to this session on Security Issues relevant to Social Media. I am Prashant Khanna and am…. 
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Introduction and Overview
Why Social Media Security is important?

Threats and Plausible Issues
Threat Matrix and other issues with use of Social Media

Defensive Techniques
How to defend your organization

Offensive and Legal Issues
Legal concerns and a checklist of sorts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The agenda for the talk today will be to address some key questions and the preview is as mentioned on the slide. After an initial introduction to the issues of social security, we shall have a look at the plausible threats in the social media landscape – some overt, and a few that are covert. We then look at some defensive techniques that can make life easier and perhaps secure our bases in ways. We then also look at some legal issues that pertain to Social Media in a global environment, as well as on a more local structure. 



The 
precondition 
to 
FREEDOM is 
SECURITY.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The key questions which we try and address during the session today in the next 25 minutes or so will be to start a debate around the three key questions –What are social media Risks?What are the privacy and ethical concerns surrounding social media?How to secure our social media platforms in an increasingly hostile social world. 



Social Media
Lets Define it….and See the Attack Vectors



Source : hootsuite.com 
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Presentation Notes
Today there are several forms of interactions between organisations and its clients and prospects. Governments and formal organisations are using Social Media channels to express their opinions and at times prevent some other opinions from being conveyed. These communications are not restricted to just simple person-to-person interaction as it used to be in yesteryears. Today are service based, and custom social networks, that are catering to the requirements of a specific client base or users with a specific agenda in mind. This evolution in the way social media is seen by people brings to fore a very new facet of Social media. Social media is  now a weapon in the hands of people. This bring to focus a different perspective to organisations interact using the social media 



Source – Hootsuite.com 



Source – Hootsuite.com Source – Hootsuite.com 





Social Media Risks



Genesis of the Risk

People share, read and engage more with any type of 
content when it’s surfaced through friends and people 

they know and trust. 
Malorie Lucich

“ “



Risks

Needs



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Social Media is not just Facebook and Instagram – It’s a lot more and manifests in multiple platforms. Its omnipresent and its indispensable in today’s market. I think it has been adequately stressed and covered by the previous two speakers. I will however re-assert  - Social Media is Not all about being social anymore. Its more about looking social. 



Legal and Regulatory 
Compliance

Disclosure of 
confidential 
information 

Violation of 
Copyright laws

Intellectual property
violations

Defamation



Privacy & Security Identity Theft

Social Engineering
Technical Exploits

Unauth Data Retention 



Brand and 
Reputation Damage

Unfavourable 
Content 

Copyright 
Infringement 

Defamation





 Right to be left alone
 Limiting access to one’s 

personal information
 Secrecy
 Control over information

Privacy Means 



Social Media Defence
Safety, Security and Adherence



Simple Rules of Engagement 
Prevention is Better than Cure



Guard Yourself
Check Before Posting 

Your Post is 
PUBLIC



Corporate Espionage

Use of social  
engineering to 
access sensitive 
enterprise data



Assumed Trust

Willing to 
share 
personal 
information



Data Leak Using Apps

Collection of 
Personally 
Identifiable          
Information 
and use of AI



Other Common Issues

 Lack of consent
 Vulnerable 

participants
Willful defaults



A Checklist of Don’ts

• Complain publically about a specific person
• Post a picture without permission
• Tag someone in an embarrassing photo
• Write a negative post about a non-public figure
• Make any sexual references or Racial Slurs
• Doctor a photo
• Change the meaning of a post and repost it
• Post a private comment made in person
• Represent an original photo as your own
• Troll

DON’Ts

Source inc.com ; https://www.inc.com/john-brandon/25-acts-of-social-media-cruelty.html
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�1. Complaining about a specific personSave that @ symbol for requests, promotional efforts, or an acclamation. Don't call someone out in public; at least do it privately and, preferably, in the real world.2. Posting a picture without permissionOf course, there is outright photo theft and not including proper credit for an image. That's obviously wrong. Before you post a picture of a business associate at a party or in an awkward pose, get permission first.3. Tagging someone in an embarrassing photoFacebook lets you approve tagging before it appears on your feed, but many people forget to enable that feature. Tagging an embarrassing photo is like pinning a "kick me" sign to someone at a party.4. Writing a negative post about a non-public figureHave something to say about a celebrity? That's fine--celebrities are (mostly) fair game in social media posts, and they'll never see it anyway. Are you writing up a scathing article about a business associate who sits in the next building over? That can get you into serious trouble.5. Repeatedly sending a Direct MessageI've mentioned before how e-mailing someone over and over again is a form of e-mail abuse. So is sending the same DM. It's just as annoying and rude, just in a different format.6. Making any sexual referencesDo you think that sexual joke a coworker told you over coffee is funny? It's tempting to post it on LinkedIn for everyone to see. Don't do it. Remember that you are in a public forum, and it's easy to misconstrue a crude joke.7. Racial slursSocial media is a wonderful place to share your opinions, and it's even OK to get political or even controversial at times. Any racial slur is 100% wrong, whether it is in person at the office or in a forum like Facebook or Twitter.8. Doctoring a photoOK, it was funny in middle school, but doctoring a photo and posting it on social media is not a good idea in business circles. Once again, there's no way to know if the person you are "doctoring" will think those bunny ears are funny or insulting. And, there's no way to control how it is forwarded.9. Death threatsIt's amazing how often this happens. It has happened to me. Keep in mind that it's illegal to make serious, repeated threats to hurt someone in an online forum.10. Changing the meaning of a tweet when you retweet itThis one might seem harmless, but it's one that can cause people stress. Change a retweet to stay within 140-characters, sure, but don't change the meaning.11. Posting a private comment made in personIf a co-worker tells you something about the boss or related to some private plans in the company, keep it to yourself. Posting about it on social media is a betrayal of confidence.12. Representing an original photo as your ownApart from the legal and ethical issues, it's all too easy to post a photo on social media as though its your own. Kids do it on Tumblr, sure. Make sure you let people know who took the photo and give proper credit. Or at least avoid claiming you are the original photographer.13. HarassmentThere's a reason the term "troll" came into existence. When someone comments rudely on everything you do on social media, that's harassment.



A Checklist of Don’ts

• Swear
• Hire or fire an employee through social media
• Reward one employee and not another
• Apologize to a specific person
• Post salary amounts for your staff
• Post vacation or business trip details
• Argue in public
• Link to inappropriate or crude content

DON’T

Source inc.com ; https://www.inc.com/john-brandon/25-acts-of-social-media-cruelty.html
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�14. SwearingThat's right--it's a form of social cruelty, depending on who is reading your post and the context in which you are posting. The best approach? Just save the profanity for an environment where it is not held in perpetuity for any reader to see years from now.15. Hiring or firing an employeeWait, haven't we learned a lesson from teenagers who break up with their significant other by sending a public tweet or a Facebook post? Do the duty in private and in person.16. Reward one employee and not the othersDid you decide to reward an employee monetarily or with a gift card by tweeting it out to the masses? Be careful, because every person who didn't get the reward can find out if you post it online.17. Apologizing to a specific personThis one just looks lame. Apologies are fine when they are in person or even by email or Direct Message. As a public post, it looks like a cop-out and that you didn't take the time to do it in person.18. Repeating the exact same email inquiry on social mediaMaybe this is not exactly "cruel" but it is annoying. If you send an email and then copy-and-paste the same message as a tweet or a Facebook message, your recipient might notice. He or she might ignore the request even more.19. Posting salary amounts for your staffThere are many ways to communicate with employees about their salary or even the salary range for their job. Doing so on social media is not one of them.20. Posting that someone is going on vacation or a business tripIt might seem helpful, but you are letting criminals know when to rob that person's house. Let the employee control their own destiny.21. ArguingWhen you post one comment in disagreement, it's voicing your opinion. When you post a rebuttal, it looks like you are defending yourself. When you argue back and forth, everyone thinks you are using up precious bandwidth. Best to leave it to private communications.22. Ad hominem attacksCalling someone a doofus or a putz has no place in social media. For one thing, it's attacking the person not the viewpoint. Usually, it makes you look bad, and there's usually no way to explain yourself further.23. Posting the exact same message on all social media channelsOK, I'm guilty of this one but I'm trying to improve. What does it mean? Those who follow you on multiple social channels have to see the same message. Customize for that particular forum.24. Linking to inappropriate or crude contentBe careful, because the person clicking might not have any idea what is on the other end of the link. You'll be associated with the crude content.25. LyingIt's not a great way to build up your reputation, and it creates confusion with those following what you say. Besides, they will find out the truth eventually



A Checklist of Dos

• Train your staff and yourself
• Get an audit done of your company’s social accounts
• Get professional help – when needed
• Get a social media security policy in place and tell 

people about it
• Check what apps are connected to your social 

accounts
• Monitor your social media regularly
• Limit access to only certain people – who matter

DO

Source Trend Micro; https://www.trendmicro.com/vinfo/us/security/news/cybercrime-and-digital-threats/
best-practices-how-to-secure-your-social-media-accounts
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Presentation Notes
�Clear corporate policies on social network usage inside  AND out of the office..- Hours where SN usage is allowed enforced by firewall.- Clearly define which corporate data is not permitted on social  networks.- Recommend privacy settings to be used on networks- Conduct awareness raising campaigns

https://www.trendmicro.com/vinfo/us/security/news/cybercrime-and-digital-threats/


A Checklist of Dos

• Practice your security worst case response strategy
• Check for fake stories
• Create Google Alerts to be aware of what is being 

published about your business
• Regular searches about yourself
• Protect End points – Mobile, Laptops, People
• Contact NZ Cert when an incident occurs

DO

Source Trend Micro; https://www.trendmicro.com/vinfo/us/security/news/cybercrime-and-digital-threats/
best-practices-how-to-secure-your-social-media-accounts
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�

https://www.trendmicro.com/vinfo/us/security/news/cybercrime-and-digital-threats/


Concerns in NZ Context 
A list of Issues that are commonly seen in the NZ Cyber Environment

• Corporate Espionage – Through People and Social Media
• Loose Lips and Data Leaks
• 3rd Party Apps leaking
• Privacy settings of employees
• Digital dossier aggregation 
• Secondary data collection 
• Difficulty of complete account deletion 
• Phishing attacks 
• Human error



Social Media Offensive
Law on your Side



Law to your Aid
NZ Laws you need to be Aware of

New Zealand’s Privacy Act 1993
“when information is directly collected from an individual, the agency must 
make sure that the individual is aware of: 

a) the fact that the information is being collected; and 
b) the purpose for which the information is being collected; and 
c) the intended recipients of the information; and 
d) the name and address of the agency that is collecting the information; 
and 
e) the agency that will hold the information; and 
f) if the collection of the information is authorized or required by or 
under the law; the particular law by or under which the collection of the 
information is so authorized or required; and 
g) whether or not the supply of the information by that individual is 
voluntary or mandatory; and 
h) the consequences (if any) for that individual if all or any part of the 
requested information is not provided; and 
i) the rights of access to, and correction of, personal information 
provided by these principles. 



Law to your Aid
NZ Laws you need to be Aware of

Under what circumstances can businesses 
access social media data? 
“when information is directly collected from an individual, the agency must 

make sure that the individual is aware of: 

a) the information is publically available, or 
b) consent is obtained from the individual concerned, or 
c) the information will be used for statistical or research purposes, or 
d) the information will not be published in a form that could reasonably 
be expected to identify the individual concerned, or 
e) compliance is not reasonably practicable in the circumstances of the 
particular case”



Law to your Aid
NZ Laws you need to be Aware of

New Zealand’s Harmful Digital Communication Act 2015 
(HDCA)
“a person may be held liable for spreading information that was already in the public domain (e.g., re-
tweeting a defamatory tweet or sharing someone’s data which was deliberately made available by a 
hacker), given that it harms the individual whom the information is about, and it is unfair and 
unreasonable for a person to share that data. 

The HDCA (which became law on 3 July 2015) is intended to discourage, prevent, and reduce harmful 
digital communications posted online through emails, text, websites, applications, or social media 



Law to your Aid
NZ Laws you need to be Aware of

New Zealand’s Harmful Digital Communication Act 2015 
(HDCA)
Here are the 10 principles of the HDCA: 
Principle 1—a digital communication should not disclose sensitive personal facts about an individual. 
Principle 2—a digital communication should not be threatening, intimidating, or menacing. 
Principle 3—a digital communication should not be grossly offensive to a reasonable person in the position of the 
affected individual. 
Principle 4—a digital communication should not be indecent or obscene. 
Principle 5—a digital communication should not be used to harass an individual. 
Principle 6—a digital communication should not make a false allegation. 
Principle 7—a digital communication should not contain a matter that is published in breach of confidence. 
Principle 8—a digital communication should not incite or encourage anyone to send a message to an individual for 
the purpose of causing harm to the individual. 
Principle 9—a digital communication should not incite or encourage an individual to commit suicide. 
Principle 10—a digital communication should not denigrate an individual by reason of his or her color, race, ethnic or 
national origins, religion, gender, sexual orientation, or disability. 



Law to your Aid
NZ Laws you need to be Aware of

New Zealand’s Unsolicited Electronic Message Act 2007
Regulates spam or junk or unwanted messages. To comply with the law 
• Obtain Consent
• Provide Opt in and Opt Out options



• Conduct Social Audits
• Get a social media security 

policy in place and make is 
accessible

• Train your teams
• Abide by the Law
• Respect privacy

Carry Home Points
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